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For Release Feb. 9, 2017 at 10:30 a.m. CST 

 

Nissan adds new King Cab body style to complete lineup of award 
winning TITAN and TITAN XD models 

 
 New King Cab body added to previous Crew Cab and Single Cab configurations – on 

sale spring 2017 

 King Cab available for both TITAN half-ton and TITAN XD with 6.5-foot bed length 

 Retains rear hinge door design with wide-opening feature for easy access to 2nd row 

 Offered in S, SV and PRO-4X trim levels, available with first-in-segment “rear seat 

delete” for extra utility, fully flat load floor and secure storage space 

 Like all 2017 TITAN and TITAN XD models, new King Cab backed by America’s Best 

Truck 100,000-mile / 5-year Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty1 

 

CHICAGO (Feb. 9, 2017) – Nissan today revealed the new 2017 TITAN and TITAN XD 

King Cab models, completing the lineup of innovative new full-size pickups. The world debut 

announcement came during a media event at the Chicago Auto Show. Also on display at the 

show, which runs at Chicago’s McCormick Place from February 11-20, are a specially built 

Nissan NV Cargo X and two specially-modified TITAN PRO-4X models. 

 

The new King Cab is marked by its available 6-person seating, wide-opening rear doors and 

available “rear seat delete” option that is ideal for commercial use with its flat floor and 

secure in-cab storage space. 

 

“The launch of the new King Cab body is the last step in a journey that began in December 

2015 with the debut of the breakthrough TITAN XD, which continues to carve out a unique 

white space between competitors’ heavy-duty and half-ton trucks,” said Fred Diaz, division 

vice president and general manager, North America Trucks and Light Commercial Vehicles, 

Nissan North America, Inc. “Now, with the addition of a half-ton TITAN, our new Endurance® 

V8, three body configurations, three bed lengths and a range of grade levels and equipment 

packages, we’re covering nearly every segment in the personal and commercial full-size 

truck markets. Add to that the industry’s best 5-year/100,000-mile bumper-to-bumper 

warranty and the TITAN family is even more compelling.” 

 

The TITAN King Cab will be offered in 4x4 and 4x2 drive and three grade levels – S, SV and 

PRO-4X – each with a standard 390-horsepower 5.6-liter Endurance® V8 engine and 7-

speed automatic transmission. TITAN King Cab offers an available maximum towing 

capacity of 9,420 pounds and maximum payload capacity of 1,640 pounds when properly 

equipped. 

 

The TITAN XD King Cab similarly will be available in 4x4 and 4x2 drive and three grade 

levels – S, SV and PRO-4X. Two driveline choices are offered with the TITAN XD King Cab: 

the 390-horsepower 5.6-liter Endurance® V8 engine with 7-speed automatic or powerful 

Cummins® 5.0L V8 Turbo Diesel – rated at 310 horsepower and a hefty 555 lb-ft of torque – 

matched with a heavy-duty 6-speed Aisin A466ND automatic transmission. TITAN XD King 

Cab offers an available maximum towing capacity of 12,510 pounds (diesel engine) and 

maximum payload capacity of 2,710 pounds (gas engine) when properly equipped. 

http://nissannews.com/en-US/nissan/usa/releases/nissan-nv-cargo-x-project-van-goes-where-no-cargo-van-has-gone-before
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Like the TITAN and TITAN XD Crew Cab and Single Cab models, the new King Cab body was 

designed by Nissan Design America in San Diego, California. The body features a roomy cab 

with a choice of front split bench seat or front bucket seats (standard on PRO-4X, optional 

on SV grade). A 60/40-split fold-down rear seat is also standard. Heated front seats are 

available with PRO-4X and SV grade, along with optional heated and cooled front seats on 

PRO-4X. 

 

The new King Cab also offers a first-in-segment “rear seat delete” option, which removes 

the rear seat, rear heater duct and rear roof-mounted assist grips and adds a flat rear load 

floor and rear wall finisher with tie-down hooks.  

 

 “This feature is going to be extremely well received by commercial truck buyers for its 

extra utility and secure, climate-safe storage space inside the cab. It’s a real workhorse like 

the new Single Cab, but with more flexibility to stow equipment and other valuables,” said 

Diaz. “Nissan is becoming a strong player in the commercial vehicle market with our NV 

vans and industry leading warranty. Now, with the new King Cab and Single Cab models, we 

expect to grow our worksite presence with TITAN and TITAN XD as well.” 

 

As part of the American TITAN lineup, the new King Cab was developed with core Nissan 

planning, design, engineering and manufacturing teams contributing from Tennessee, 

California, Michigan, Arizona and Mississippi. The TITAN and TITAN XD King Cabs are 

assembled in Canton, Mississippi, with its V8 engines assembled in Decherd, Tennessee and 

Cummins diesel engines assembled in Columbus, Indiana. 

 

All 2017 TITAN and TITAN XD models are covered by Nissan’s “America’s Best Truck 

Warranty”1 – featuring bumper-to-bumper coverage of 5-years/100,000-miles, whichever 

comes first. Vehicles covered by the new warranty, which includes basic and powertrain 

coverage, include all V8 gasoline and diesel powered models.  

 

The 2017 TITAN half-ton was named “2017 Pickup Truck of the Year” by Truck Trend 

magazine. The award represents “a real-world evaluation of pickups as seen through the 

eyes of truck experts and enthusiasts,” according to the magazine. In addition to the TRUCK 

TREND 2017 Pickup Truck of the Year title, 2017 TITAN models were recently named    

“Full-size Truck of Texas,” “Commercial Vehicle of Texas” and “Best Value” by the Texas 

Auto Writers Association (TAWA), and given an “Extreme Off-Road” title by journalists 

participating in the Active Lifestyle Vehicle Awards (ALV). 

 

For more information on TITAN and the complete Nissan vehicle lineup, please visit 

www.NissanNews.com.  

 
About Nissan North America  
In North America, Nissan's operations include automotive styling, engineering, consumer and 
corporate financing, sales and marketing, distribution and manufacturing. Nissan is dedicated to 

improving the environment under the Nissan Green Program and has been recognized annually by the 
U.S Environmental Protection Agency as an ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year since 2010. More 
information on Nissan in North America and the complete line of Nissan and Infiniti vehicles can be 
found online at www.NissanUSA.com and www.InfinitiUSA.com, or visit the U.S. media sites 

NissanNews.com and InfinitiNews.com. 
 
About Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.    
Nissan is a global full-line vehicle manufacturer that sells more than 60 models under the Nissan, 
Infiniti and Datsun brands. In fiscal year 2015, the company sold more than 5.4 million vehicles 
globally, generating revenue of 12.2 trillion yen. Nissan engineers, manufactures and markets the 

http://nissannews.com/en-US/nissan/usa/channels/us-united-states-nissan-models-titan/releases/nissan-announces-america-s-best-truck-warranty-5-years-100-000-miles-bumper-to-bumper-for-2017-titan-and-titan-xd
http://nissannews.com/en-US/nissan/usa/channels/us-united-states-nissan-models-titan/releases/nissan-announces-america-s-best-truck-warranty-5-years-100-000-miles-bumper-to-bumper-for-2017-titan-and-titan-xd
http://nissannews.com/en-US/nissan/usa/releases/nissan-titan-named-truck-trend-s-2017-pickup-truck-of-the-year?page=2&query
http://nissannews.com/en-US/nissan/usa/channels/us-united-states-nissan-models-titan/releases/nissan-takes-six-awards-at-annual-texas-truck-rodeo-all-new-armada-named-suv-of-texas-and-titan-full-size-truck-of-texas
http://nissannews.com/en-US/nissan/usa/channels/us-united-states-nissan-models-titan/releases/nissan-titan-and-nissan-armada-win-extreme-off-road-and-luxury-family-categories-at-annual-active-lifestyle-vehicle-awards
http://www.nissannews.com/
http://www.nissanusa.com/
http://www.infinitiusa.com/
http://www.nissannews.com/
http://www.infinitinews.com/
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world's best-selling all-electric vehicle in history, the Nissan LEAF. Nissan's global headquarters in 

Yokohama, Japan manages operations in six regions: ASEAN & Oceania; Africa, Middle East & India; 
China; Europe; Latin America and North America. Nissan has been partnered with French 
manufacturer Renault since 1999 and Mitsubishi Motors since 2016 under the Renault-Nissan Alliance. 

 
For more information on our products, services and commitment to sustainable mobility, visit our 
website at http://www.nissan-global.com/EN/.  You can also follow @NissanMotor on Twitter. 
 

# # # 

 

Media Contacts:  

Dan Passe 

Product Communications, Nissan North America 

615-725-5264 

dan.passe@nissan-usa.com   

 

Kevin Raftery 

Nissan Communications 

615-725-5236 

Kevin.Raftery@nissan-usa.com    

 

1. Claim based on years/mileage (whichever occurs first) covered under the New Vehicle Limited Warranty basic 

coverage. Ward's 2016 Large Pickup Segmentation and Small Pickup Segmentation v. 2017 TITAN and TITAN 
XD. Nissan's New Vehicle Limited Warranty basic coverage excludes tires, corrosion coverage and federal and 
California emission performance and defect coverage. Other terms and conditions also apply. See dealer for 
complete warranty details. Warranty claim is current at time of printing.  

http://www.nissan-global.com/EN/
x-webdoc://84819B2B-4326-465C-A03C-3E305634B0F9/twitter.com/nissanmotor
mailto:dan.passe@nissan-usa.com
mailto:Kevin.Raftery@nissan-usa.com

